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The scanner opens. XANA has materialized a monster.
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Xana's surprise

by: ODRlyoko

In Odd and Ulrich's room… 7:00 am

(Sub Sonics on radio in back ground.)

Ulrich: Come on Odd, time to get up.

Odd: Mmm……just a little bit longer.

Ulrich: NO! not a little bit longer! You have to get up!!!

Odd: Why?!

Ulrich: We're supposed to meet Jeremie in his room.

Odd gets out bed with his hair all screwed up.



Ulrich: Odd, get dressed, put the gel in your hair and lets go!

Odd: No.

Ulrich: what do you mean no!

Odd: I'm gonna' leave my hair down. For once.

Ulrich's eye's widen.

Ulrich: Huh? Are you sure? I mean, the principal might mistake you for another student! And you're not
worried?

Odd: Nope.

Ulrich: Ok. Let's go cheese head.

Odd: HEY!

Ulrich laughs.

Ulrich: Sorry. I couldn't resist.

Odd glares at Ulrich in anger.



Meanwhile in Jeremie's room…

(Jeremie on computer checking the super-scan.)

Jeremie: Uh-oh. That's what I was afraid of. Xana's launched an attack.

Aelita: But, what kind?

Jeremie: I don't know yet, but I'll try to contact Yumi, Odd, and Ulrich and prepare the transfers.

Meanwhile at Yumi's house…

ring, ring, ring. Yumi answers her phone.

Yumi: Hello, Jeremie?

Jeremie: Come to the factory. Xana's launched an attack!

Yumi: Ok, I'll be there as soon as I can.

Beep. turns off the phone.

Meanwhile at the factory…

(The scanner opens. Xana has materialized a monster.)



They all run to the factory's entrance. They slide down the cables. But when they get down there,
something is waiting for them.

Ulrich: What is that thing?!

Odd: I think it's the… OH-NO! IT'S THE SCYTHIZOWA!!!

Jeremie: AELITA! NO!!!

The scythizowa grabs Aelita with no problem at all.

Ulrich: You guys get to lyoko I'll try to save Aelita.

Yumi: But, Ulrich…

Ulrich: Don't argue!

A moment of silence.

Ulrich: Go!

Jeremie, Yumi and Odd run to the elevator.

Odd: Ok Jeremie, we're in the scanner room.



Jeremie: Ok. Transfer Yumi! Transfer Odd! Scanner Yumi! Scanner Odd! Virtualization!
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Xana's surprise

In Lyoko

(Forest region)

Jeremie: I programmed your vehicals. The tower is do south.

Yumi: We're on it!

Jeremie on phone with Ulrich.

Jeremie: Ulrich, did you manage to save Aelita?

Ulrich: Yah. But it wasn't easy.

Jeremie: Oh thank god! Guys, I'm sending you Ulrich and Aelita. Transfer Ulrich, transfer Aelita! Scanner
Ulrich, scanner Aelita! Virtualzation!



Odd: Uh, Jeremie. We got a problem.

Jeremie: What kind of problem!

Odd: Xana just sent us an entire army of…

Jeremie: Of what?!

Odd: MEGATANKS!!!

Jeremie: But that's impossible! How many are there?!

Odd: About 5or6! 5!

Jeremie: This is really Bad!

Odd: Yah think!

Yumi: Xana is getting stonger.

Jeremie: And so are you.

Odd: Wha da you mean by “and so are you”?



Jeremie: I programmed your vehicles so they to can have weapons. Odd, the overboard now has arrows
just like yours. Yumi, the overwing now has a lazer that shoots out from that red dot on the front of it.
And Ulrich, on the right side of the overbike there is an extra sword. If the overbike gets destroyed the
sword will not go with it.

Yumi, Odd and Ulrich: Awesome!!!

Ulrich: But how do we use them?

Jeremie: Get on your vehicles…

Odd interrupts.

Odd: You mean the pumas?

Jeremie: Odd, have you been watching Red vs. Blue again?

Odd: Yah. Why do you ask?

Jeremie sighs and shakes his head.

Jeremie: Just get on them.

Odd: You mean the pumas.



Jeremie: Odd, shut the heck up and get on the friggin' vehicles!!!

Odd: Ok Jeremie gosh.
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Xana's surprise

Meanwhile on Lyoko…

(All the Megatanks open up.)

Odd: Lazer Arrow!

BOOM!!! Odd destroys one of the monsters.

Yumi: Nnnnnnyahh!!!!!

Yumi throws her fan blade at the target.

BOOM!!! Direct hit!

Ulrich: Triplicate! Impact!

Boom!!! Another one destroyed.



Ulrich: Fusion!

Yumi: 3 down.

Odd: 2 da go.

Yumi throws both of her fan blades. One to one megatank.

One to the other.

Yumi: The coast is clear.

Jeremie: Nice job guys. Aelita run to the tower and deactivate it ok?

Aelita: Ok Jeremie.

Aelita is entering the tower.

Puts her hand on the interface.

AELITA

CODE

L Y O K O_

Aelita: Tower, deactivated.



Jeremie: Return to the past now!

They go back in time.

In Odd and Ulrich's room… 6:00pm

(Odd watching Red vs. Blue on compter.)

Tucker: And here's a picture of Dounuts purse.

The others turn and look at Doughnut.

Dounut: What? I gotta have some where to keep my lotions.

Odd laughs hysterically.

Ulrich: Hey Odd, what's so funny, huh?

Odd: Here, let me show ya.

Tucker: And here's a picture of Dounuts purse.

Dounut: What? I gotta have some where to keep my lotions.

Odd: See? Isn't that funny?

Ulrich bursts out laughing!



Odd: Here, let me show you another one.

Sarge: Ok, get in the warthog.

Dounut: You mean the puma?

Sarge: What? No, the warthog!

Dounut: You mean the puma.

Sarge: No! It is called the warthog!

Dounut: Fine. Call it what ever you want to. But I'm not getting in unless you admit that it is called the
puma.

Sarge: Fine. I admit that it is called the puma. Now, just get in.

Dounut: Thank you.

Odd and Ulrich look at each other.

A few seconds of silence.

They both bust out laughing.



Fin

Thank you all for reading my story. It's more of a script than a story. Sorry `bout that. I've been making
story's like that since I was little. Odd looks so sexy with shirt off. Same with Ulrich. Sorry, daydreaming.
Anyway, thanks again for reading it. (Oh. And don't look under your bed.)
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